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Abstract. During the last two decades, model checking has emerged as an effective system analysis technique complementary to simulation and testing. Many
model checking algorithms and state space reduction techniques have been proposed. Although it is desirable to have dedicated model checkers for every language (or application domain), implementing one with effective reduction techniques is rather challenging. In this work, we present a generic and extensible
framework PAT, which facilitates users to build customized model checkers. PAT
provides a library of state-of-art model checking algorithms as well as support
for customizing language syntax, semantics, state space reduction techniques,
graphic user interfaces, and even domain specific abstraction techniques. Based
on this design, model checkers for concurrent systems, real-time systems, probabilistic systems and Web Services are developed inside the PAT framework,
which demonstrates the practicality and scalability of our approach.

1 Introduction
After two decades’ development, model checking has emerged as a promising and powerful approach for automatic verification of hardware and software systems. It has been
used successfully in practice to verify complex circuit design [3], communication protocols [5] and driver software [2]. Till now, model checking has become a wide area
including many different model checking algorithms catering for different properties
(e.g., explicitly model checking, symbolic model checking, probabilistic model checking, etc.) and state space reduction techniques (e.g., partial order reduction, binary decision diagrams, abstraction, symmetry reduction, etc.).
Unfortunately, several reasons prevent many domain experts, who may not be experts in the area of model checking, from successfully applying model checking to their
application domains. Firstly, it is nontrivial for a domain expert to learn a general purpose model checker (e.g., NuSMV [3], SPIN [5] and so on). Secondly, general purpose
model checkers may be inefficient (or insufficient) to model domain specific applications, due to lack of language features, semantic models or data structures. For example,
multi-party barrier synchronization or broadcasting is difficult to achieve in the SPIN
model checker. Lastly, the level of knowledge and effort required to create a model
checker for a specific domain is even higher than applying existing ones.
To meet the challenges of applying model checking in new application domains, we
propose a generic and extensible framework called PAT (Process Analysis Toolkit) [1],
which facilitates effective incorporation of domain knowledge with formal verification
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using model checking techniques. PAT is a self-contained environment to support composing, simulating and reasoning of system models. It comes with user friendly interfaces, a featured model editor and an animated simulator. Most importantly, PAT implements a library of model checking techniques catering for checking deadlock-freeness,
divergence-freeness, reachability, LTL properties with fairness assumptions [13], refinement checking [11] and probabilistic model checking. Advanced optimization techniques are implemented in PAT, e.g., partial order reduction, process counter abstraction [16], bounded model checking [14], parallel model checking [8] and probabilistic
model checking. PAT supports both explicit state model checking and symbolic model
checking (based on BDD or SAT solver). We have used PAT to model and verify a variety of systems [6]. Previously unknown bugs have been discovered [7]. The experiment
results show that PAT is capable of verifying systems with large number of states and
outperforms the state-of-the-art model checkers in some cases.

2 Architecture Overview
PAT was initially designed to support a unified way of model checking under fairness [13]. Since then, PAT has been extended significantly and completely re-designed.
We have adopted a layered design to support analysis of different systems/languages,
which can be implemented as plug-in modules. Fig. 1 shows the architecture design
of PAT. For each supported domain (e.g., distributed system, real-time system, service
oriented computing and so on), a dedicated module is created in PAT, which identifies
the (specialized) language syntax, well-formness rules as well as formal operational
semantics. For instance, the CSP module is developed for the analysis of concurrent
system modeled in CSP# [12]. The operational semantics of the target language translates the behavior of a model into LTS (Labeled Transition Systems)1 at runtime. LTS
serves as an implicitly shared internal representation of the input models, which can
be automatically explored by the verification algorithms or used for simulation. To perform model checking on LTSs, the number of states in the LTSs needs to be finite. For
systems with infinite behavior (e.g., real time clocks or infinite number of processes),
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To be precise, it is a Markov Decision Process when probabilistic choices are involved.

abstraction techniques are needed. Examples of abstraction techniques include data abstraction, process counter abstraction, clock zone abstraction, environment abstraction,
etc. The verification algorithms perform on-the-fly exploration of the LTSs. If a counterexample is identified during the exploration, then it can be animated in the simulator.
This design allows new modules to easily be plugged in and out, without recompiling
the core system, and the developed model checking algorithms (mentioned in Section
1) to be shared by all modules. This design achieves extensible architecture as well as
module encapsulation. We have successfully applied this framework in development of
four different modules, each of which targets a different domain. 1). The concurrent system module is designed for analyzing general concurrent systems using a rich modeling
language CSP# [12], which combines high-level modeling operators with programmerfavored low-level features. 2). The real-time system module supports analysis of realtime systems with compositional behavioral patterns (e.g. timeout, deadline) [15].
Instead of explicitly manipulating clock variables, time related constructs are designed
to build on implicit clocks and discretized using clock zone abstraction [15]. 3). The
Web Services (WS) module offers practical solutions to the conformance checking and
prototype synthesis between WS Choreography and WS Orchestration. 4). The probabilistic module supports the modeling and verification of systems exhibiting random or
probabilistic behavior.

3 Manufacturing Model Checkers
In this section, we discuss how to create a customized model checker for a new domain
using the PAT framework with the help of its predefined APIs, examples and software
packages. A domain often has its specific model description language. It is desirable
that the domain experts can input their models using their own languages. There are
three different ways of supporting a new language in PAT.
– The easiest way is to create a syntax rewriter from the domain specific language
to an existing language. This is only recommended if the domain language is less
expressiveness than the existing languages. For example, we have developed translators from Promela/UML state diagram to CSP#. Comparing with other tools, programming a translator is straightforward in PAT. Because PAT has open APIs for
its language constructs, users only need to generate the language constructs objects
using these APIs, which can guarantee that the generated syntax is correct. This approach is simple and requires little interaction with PAT codes. However, translation
may not be optimal if special domain specific language features are present. Furthermore, reflecting analysis results back to the domain model is often non-trivial.
– The second way is to extend an existing module if the input languages are similar
and yet with a few specialized features. For example, the probabilistic module is
designed to extend the concurrent system module with one additional language
feature, i.e., probabilistic choices. Knowledge about existing modules is required
and a new parser may be created for the extended language features.
– The third way is to create a new module in PAT. In this case, users firstly need to
develop a parser according to the syntax. The parser should generate a model con-

sisting of ASTs of language construct classes, which encode their operational semantics. Abstract classes2 for system states, language construct classes and system
model are pre-defined in PAT with (abstract) signature methods for communications with verification algorithms and user interface interactions. Users only need to
develop concrete classes in the new module by inheriting the abstract classes. This
approach is the most complicated compared with the first two. Nevertheless, this
approach gives the most flexibility and efficiency. It is difficult to quantify the effort required to build a high-quality module in PAT. Experiences suggest that a new
module can be developed in months or even weeks in our team. This approach is
feasible for domain experts who have only the basic knowledge on model checking.
This is because model checking algorithms and state space reduction techniques are
separated from the syntax and semantics of the modeling language.
It is possible that a domain may have its own specialized properties to verify and specified model checking algorithms. Our design allows seamless integration of new model
checking algorithm and optimization techniques by inheriting base assertion class and
implementing its API. Furthermore, supporting functions, like LTL to Büchi, Rabin,
Streett automata conversion, are provided in PAT to ease the development of new algorithms. For instance, we have successfully developed the algorithms for divergence
checking, timed refinement checking in real-time system module and new deadlock
and probabilistic reachability checking. Furthermore, PAT facilitates customized state
encoding by defining the interfaces methods in system state class. Different verification
algorithms using different state encoding are developed. Currently, PAT supports explicitly state encoding using hash table and symbolic state representation using BDD.
The choice of the encoding is made by the users in the user interface at runtime.

4 Performance Evaluation
PAT is capable of verifying systems with large number of states and outperforms the
state-of-the-art model checkers in some cases. Experimental results for LTL verification
under fairness and refinement checking are presented in Fig. 2 as an indication of our
effort on optimizing the model checking algorithms.
The table on the left shows the verification results on recently developed leader
election protocols with different topologies, where the correctness (modeled using LTL
formula) of these protocols requires different notions of fairness. Firstly, PAT usually
finds counterexamples quickly. Secondly, verification under event-level strong fairness
(ESF) is more expensive than verification with no fair, event-level weak fairness (EWF)
or strong global fairness (SGF). Lastly, PAT outperforms SPIN for the fairness verifications. SPIN increases the verification time under weak fairness by a factor that is
linear in the number of processes. SPIN has no support for strong fairness or SGF. PAT
offers comparably better performance on verification under weak fairness and makes it
feasible to verify under strong fairness or SGF.
In addition to temporal logic verification, PAT offers capability of refinement checking (i.e. language inclusion checking). The table on the right shows the performance us2

Detailed explanation and usages of the abstract classes are available in PAT’s user manual.
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Fig. 2. Experiment results on LTL verification under fairness assumption and refinement checking

ing benchmark systems as well as newly developed concurrent algorithms. In the classic readers/writers problem, reduction in PAT is very effective so that PAT can handle
a few hundreds readers/writers. In the Milner’s cyclic scheduling algorithm, multiple
processes are scheduled in a cyclic fashion. PAT is effective for this model to handle
hundreds of processes. For models with complicated data variables (like scalable nonzero indicator SNZI, see [6] for the details of the examples), PAT is able to show the
linearizability of these examples using refinement checking [6]. FDR [10] performs extremely well for Dining Philosophers because of the compression strategy developed
for some specialized models. For other examples, PAT is much faster than FDR. Limited by the modeling language, FDR is rather difficult to model distributed systems like
Stack, mailbox and SNZI. In addition, PAT supports timed refinement checking, which
is beyond existing refinement checkers. In summary, PAT offers a set of well-optimized
model checking languages as well as a framework for developing new model checkers.

5 Discussion and Summary
As a temporal logic model checker, PAT is related to the tools like NuSMV [3] and
SPIN [5]. Compared to these tools, PAT serves a generic framework for manufacturing
model checkers. It complements existing model checkers with specialized algorithms
for (timed/untimed) refinement checking [11], verification under fairness constraints
(with counter abstraction [16]), etc. PAT has a comparative performance with existing
state-of-art tools, and even out-performs them on some cases. Bogor [4] and LTSA [9]
are two extensible model checker developed as a plug-in of Eclipse. Bogor allows users
to extend the base language to support new language features, but cannot be fully customized with desired syntax and semantic models. LTSA compiles the input language
FSP (based on Process Algebra) into LTS, which is similar to PAT. However all the
modules in LTSA adopt the translation approach to convert the input model (e.g., Message Sequence Chart and Web Service) into FSP models. Compared with these two, our

approach takes one step further to allow the development of fully customized model
checkers. Furthermore, the supported libraries in PAT offer user advanced model checking techniques like real-time verification and probabilistic model checking, which are
absent in Bogor and LTSA.
Compared to [13], we redesigned the system to separate the GUI, verification algorithms and modeling languages. Each modeling language is encapsulated into a standalone package, which makes the system extensible. Furthermore, we have added the
support for real-time and probabilistic systems. The enhancement is dramatic. Starting
from 2007, PAT has come to a stable stage with solid testing and various applications.
More than 60 built-in examples and hundreds of test cases are embedded in PAT. PAT
has been used by a number of institutions as a research or educational tool. The main
objective of PAT is to bring sophisticated model checking techniques to a variety of
domains. The existing modules and on-going modules under development have shown
the usefulness and feasibility of this framework.
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